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Conran Design Group

Compose new Tweet

How do consumers feel about pharmaceutical (pharma)

companies and how can we use the insights gleaned  

to deliver better customer experiences?

Tweet

Connected Brands:  
A challenge and an opportunity  

That was the challenge we set for our 
emotion analytics partner Adoreboard.
 
The findings from this study provide  
a startling insight. 43% of pharma  
brands are failing to align with  
consumer needs on Twitter.  

The insight for pharma brands is that  
by not fully understanding the emotions 
expressed by their consumers, brands are 
missing out on an opportunity to connect 
in a meaningful way. 

This booklet is just a snapshot  
of our study, in which we reveal  
the connected brands index,  
ranking the 14 pharma companies  
and placing them in 4 categories: 
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1. Leaders: produce high emotional 
content and have high social momentum 
– pharma sector role models.

2. Emotional Opportunists: lead in social 
momentum but lack in positive emotion.  

3. Social Opportunists: lack social 
momentum but produce positive 
emotional content.

4. Laggers: low emotional content  
and low social momentum. 

We have also created a consumer  
brand index, which reveals the  
pharma leaders and laggers from  
the consumer’s perspective.

We’d like to use this study as a springboard 
for discussion. Emotion analysis opens  
a new window through which to peer into  
the motivations and emotional drivers  
of consumers. These insights provide  
us with an opportunity to engage with 
clients to improve the consumer experience. 



What we did: 
 

Over 6 months we analysed 
44,000 tweets on Twitter from 
consumers and 14 global  
pharma companies.

Tweets were analysed  
for tone and emotional  
language. 

The results are represented  
by the Adorescore. 

Adorescore
The Adorescore is a measure  
of brand reputation. It is a high-level 
performance indicator of how social  
media content (posts) fares on an index  
of -100 to 100. In this study the Adorescore 
average is 38 (for inbound tweets). 

A high score means the content  
is largely positive in nature, containing 
positive emotions. A negative score  
indicates mostly negative emotions  
being expressed within the tweet.
 
The Adorescore is calculated by the  
emotion index and social momentum.

Emotion index
The value of emotion analysis is revealed  
via the emotion index.  The indices evaluate 
and rank the 14 pharma companies based  
on engaged emotional content. Four indices 
are covered in this study–joy, trust, sadness 
and anger–and each one is scored out of 100. 

A high score equates to a more positive 
emotional language.

Social momentum
Social momentum is an additional indicator  
of overall performance, and is calculated  
by mentions, followers and likes.

44,000
tweets 

English language only

Outbound tweets 
– pharma brands

Inbound tweets 
– consumers

14
pharmaceutical  

companies

Merck 

Novo Nordisk

Gilead

Sanofi

Biogen

GSK

AstraZeneca

Novartis

Bayer

Johnson & Johnson

Mylan

Pfizer

Roche

Teva

1
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Emotion index
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4
emotion indicies 

compared

Joy

Anger

Sadness

Trust



43% 
Pharma brands are failing  
to align with consumer needs  
on Twitter.

8% 
Pharma brands that are emotionally 
connected to consumers drive  
8% more trust.

The disconnect

 15% 
Pharma brands that are emotionally 
disconnected to consumers generate  
15% more anger.

The study suggests that pharma brands  
need to become more emotionally  
connected to consumers on Twitter  
to build longer-term relationships.

What we found out: 

The disconnect 
The study findings point  
to a real disconnect between  
the intended objective of the 
tweets delivered by pharma 
companies and the way they  
are perceived by consumers.



The disconnect 
What are the implications for clients?

The study findings point to a real  
disconnect between the intended  
objective of the messages (tweets) 
delivered by pharma companies and  
the way they are perceived by consumers. 

Data reveals that while outbound tweets 
by pharma companies are overtly positive 
messages (news, drug and study updates 
etc.), the reality of the emotional response  
by consumers is counter to what was 
intended; in many cases there are high  
levels of anger, sadness and grief surfacing.

For example, the study pinpoints  
the scale of anger and sadness related  
to the impact of the cost of treatment  
and the impact of treatment on consumers’  
lives, whereas emotional responses  
to educational outreach activities  
explaining medical conditions and  
treatment generated both joy and trust. 

“ While tweets by pharma 
companies are overtly 
positive messages,  
the reality of the 
emotional response  
by consumers is counter  
to what was intended”

>  Identify a disconnect between  
a brand and its audience

>  Identify emotional context  
in social media posts

>  Identify how people feel about 
their brands 

>  Identify what people are saying 
about them on social media

>  Identify misaligned social  
media communications 

>  Identify the keywords people 
associate with their brands

>  Reconnect with their audience 

>  Devise a better           
communication strategy

>  Categorise their content and 
brand performance

Conran can help clients to:

“ By analysing the 
emotional responses  
to pharma brands on 
social media, the data 
can help businesses 
build more meaningful 
and positive relationships 
with their consumers.”



Connected pharma brands index
Overall performance

Connected consumers index
How consumers feel 

The leaders

The emotional opportunists

The social opportunists

The laggers

Brand Rank

Bayer 1

Novartis 2

Merck =3

Novo Nordisk =3

GSK =5

AstraZeneca =5

Johnson & Johnson 7

Biogen 8

Pfizer 9

Sanofi 10

Roche 11

Mylan =12

Teva =12

Gilead 14

Brand Adorescore Rank

Merck 48 1

Novartis 46 2

Gilead 45 3

Merck tops the list of how the audience 
feels about the brand, with an Adorescore 
of 48. Merck scores consistently highly 
across the four emotion indices for its 
inbound (from consumers) tweets.

THE LEADERS

Haybury (Stelfox) @Hayburysearch

 Merck’s Keytruda wins a 
double-header with new 
FDA approval in head-
and-neck cancer http://bit.
ly/2be6IxJ  #Merck #FDA 
#Cancer #Drugs

Brand Adorescore Rank

Pfizer 29 12

Roche 25 13

Teva 24 14

Teva scores highly for pushing out 
content BUT it is the most disconnected 
brand with the lowest Adorescore at 
24. Teva is not emotionally connecting 
with its audience in a meaningful way.  
It scores consistently lowest across all 
four emotion indices in our study.

THE LAGGERS

PSConsults @psgconsults

20 states accusing  
#drug makers of #price 
#fixing when it comes to 
#generic drugs. #Mylan, 
#Teva named.

Ranking based on analysis of both pharma companies’ and consumers’ tweets.
Ranking and scores based only on consumer tweets analysis.
 Adoreboard average is 38.



About this report  

Conran Design Group 
collaborated with emotion  
analytics company Adoreboard 
in a study of consumers’*  
and pharmaceutical companies’ 
tweets. Using it’s proprietary  
tool, EmoticsTM  we analysed  
the emotional context of tweets, 
identifed the feelings expressed 
and the topics driving those 
feelings to measure:  

An award-
winning brand 
design agency

A world-leading  
emotion analysis 

company 

Connected brands 
Unlocking emotions 

from tweets to 
drive meaningful 

action to enhance 
the consumer 

experience

*  For the purpose of this study, consumers are defined as people who have  
tweeted about pharma companies and/or the drugs they produce.

 >  how emotionally connected 
pharma brands are  
to consumers; 

 >  the impact of tweets on the 
consumer experience; and

 >  how consumers feel about 
pharma companies and  
their drug brands.



If you would like  
to discuss this in more  
detail please contact:
Naomi Hawkins 
T: 020 3793 3800/3785
newbusiness@conrandesigngroup.com


